Living groups participate in Mock U.N.

In an attempt to increase campus recognition of United Nations activities, the Idaho United Nations Committee is sponsoring the first full模拟模拟 of the United Nations. The meeting will be held from 5:30 to 6:30 p.m. in the Idaho Union.

The purpose of this event is to provide realistic experience in the working of the United Nations. The meeting will simulate a session of the General Assembly, with voting and the presenting of resolutions.

Participants will play the roles of delegates representing member nations, and will discuss and debate resolutions presented to them. The resolutions will be based on current issues and events.

This event is open to all students and faculty interested in United Nations activities. No prior experience is necessary. Participants will be given reading materials and instructions before the meeting.

The Idaho UN Committee is a student organization dedicated to promoting knowledge and understanding of the United Nations. They meet weekly and welcome all students who are interested in global affairs.

New coffee house proposed

The city council has announced plans for the construction of a new coffee house in downtown Boise. The new establishment will be located at 123 Main Street and will feature a variety of coffee drinks, pastries, and light meals.

The coffee house will be open from 8 a.m. to 10 p.m. daily, serving a range of beverages such as lattes, cappuccinos, and espressos. The menu will also include a selection of sandwiches, salads, and desserts.

The council continues deliberations on Student Bill of Rights

The council continues deliberations on the Student Bill of Rights. The bill, introduced by Representative John Smith, seeks to protect students' rights to free speech, freedom of association, and the right to petition.

The bill has been met with mixed reactions from students and faculty. Some support the bill, while others are concerned about the potential for misuse.

Councilor David Johnson, a member of the committee, said, "I believe the bill is necessary to ensure that students have a voice in the decision-making process of the university. However, we must be careful not to create a climate of proletarianism that could discourage participation in the democratic process."

Idaho’s Symphony Orchestra presents fall concert Sunday

A varied program of works by four masters, including Beethoven, Mozart, and Dvorak, will be featured in the performance.

The audience will be treated to a rich musical experience, with highlights including Beethoven’s Symphony No. 9, Mozart’s Symphony No. 40, and Dvorak’s Symphony No. 9.

Regents increase summer school fees

The Board of Regents has approved a increase in fees for summer school courses.

The new rates will take effect immediately, with fees for credit courses increasing by 20%. Non-credit courses will remain unchanged.

The change is intended to support the university’s academic programs and continue to provide quality education to students.

New students will be charged at the new rates, while current students will continue to pay the previous rates.

Automn Leaves Horse Union of Idaho landmarks, the I. Tower

In an attempt to increase campus recognition of University of Idaho landmarks, the I. Tower will be featured in a campaign to promote school spirit and pride.

The I. Tower, located at the center of campus, is a historic landmark and a symbol of the university's strength and tradition.

The campaign will feature a series of photos and videos highlighting the tower and its significance to the university community.

The Idaho Argonaut

Orwok request postponed

The proposal for a new student newspaper has been postponed. The university has requested additional information and analysis before moving forward with the proposal.

The debate over the student newspaper has been ongoing for several months, with students advocating for a new paper and the administration expressing concern about the cost and potential impact on existing publications.

The university has indicated that they will continue to review the proposal and work towards a mutually acceptable solution.

The Idaho Argonaut

Board of Regents gets $50,000 for College of Law Student

MIDLAND, Texas (AP) — The Midland College of Law has received a $50,000 gift from an anonymous donor.

The funds will be used to support the college's academic programs and student scholarships.

The donation was announced by College of Law Dean John Smith, who said, "This gift will have a significant impact on the college and our students. It will help us to continue to provide a high-quality education to our students in the region."
Thinking about Money

by Larry J. Davidson

E-Broad notes

Proposed elimination of hours discussed

Proposals for the elimination of daylight saving time were introduced to the Senate last week for the first time since 1965. The S-C board passed the bill 16-0, but it has not yet been acted on by the House. The measure is sponsored by Sen. Clyde J. Smith (R-Iowa), who introduced a similar bill last year. Smith said he is seeking to eliminate the practice of changing the clocks twice a year in order to conserve energy.

Dr. Schuster returns after Chicago confab

Robert D. Schuster, chairman of the Department of Civil Engineering, returned to campus last week after attending an international conference in Chicago. During his absence, the department was run by Prof. J. W. Smith. Schuster said he was pleased with the progress made during his absence and that the department continues to grow.

Jim Willms proposes 5 revisions to reorganize ASUJ

Five revisions to the ASUJ constitution were proposed by Jim Willms, ASUJ president, at a meeting of the board of trustees last week. The revisions include changes to the election process, the affairs committee, and the treasury and investment committee. Willms said he hopes the revisions will make the organization more efficient and effective.

AQUU questions 'rights' granting

The American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) has filed a suit challenging the constitutionality of a law that allows universities to deny recognition to student groups that do not comply with certain regulations. The ACLU says the law is unconstitutional because it violates the First Amendment right to freedom of speech.

Red China loses again

The United Nations voted for the 19th time in favor of lifting the trade embargo against China, but the vote was votes against the resolution. The United States and other countries voted against the resolution, while China and some other Eastern European countries voted in favor.

The final vote was 80-8 in favor of the resolution, but the resolution was not adopted because it required a two-thirds majority.

China's vote was not a surprise, but the United States' vote was. The United States has consistently opposed the lifting of the embargo, and the resolution was defeated by a narrow margin.

The United Nations vote for China was a victory for the United States, but it was also a blow to the United Nations' efforts to promote peace and security.

The United Nations was established in 1945 to promote peace and security, but it has been unable to prevent wars and conflicts.

The United Nations' efforts to promote peace and security have been undermined by China's opposition to the United States and its allies.

The United Nations' efforts to promote peace and security have also been undermined by the United States' opposition to the United Nations.
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Problems facing athletes to be examined on KUID

The social problems facing black athletes in a university setting and how the "proprietor" sport industry will be exposed on "Black Journal" will be discussed on KUID TV, the University of Idaho's educational television station.

The status of the black athlete in today's society is viewed through an incident which occurred recently at the University of Wyoming. Prior to this, structural racism at the University, the heart of a black player, approached Lyle Roland Kluesner, a possible protest against the policies of NCAA at light of his Montenary.

The 34 players, who were playing black and white, were immediately dismissed from the team on the basis of the coach's racist treatment and group action of the top 10 athletes.

"Black Journal" develops the story through interviews with suspended black players, the coach and some of his supporters in the incident -- including Wyoming Governor Stanley Hathaway and University President William Mathews.

The program will also take a look at the current "proprietor" sport industry, and examine whether the industry exploits and controls the black performer. According to New York Daily News, the "black athlete" has been systematically exploited and controlled by the industry. In fact, it is said that all are 67 per cent of the producers in the industry.

"Black Journal" will also present a skit on a black audience feature "The Man and the Moon," a comedy written by the current white audience. This will be performed by black performers who will try to tell their story through humor and music.

Mort' FAB Club will be held this afternoon

Charter members J. R. Harpe, Bud Fields, Doc, and Smokey will hold the initiation in the chapter room at Mort's.

MILKY WAY WALKS AMONG THE STARS

Misty, Venus, and the Milky Way come into closer focus as Professor Pinn and his daughter finite make their annual trip to the Idaho campus.

They have seen the "Man in the Moon," a Children's Theatre production to be presented by the University of Idaho at 7:30 p.m. on November 12, with matinee performances at 1:30 p.m. and 3 p.m. on November 13. Proceeds will be in aid of Idaho theatre.

"The Man in the Moon" is a fantasy written by Alan Greens, a British author, and this production will be a premiere performance for the Pacific Northwest.

The basic plot finds Professor Pinn and his daughter, Finite, played by Dwayne Younker, looking at the Moon, and then attempting to find the Man in the Moon, so that he might repair their bicycle, which is necessary for their safe return to Earth. Their efforts are aided by Mooncall, played by Pat Robinson, who is notified by the "Man in the Moon" that it will cease its efforts to repair the bicycle, as it does not know how. The episode concludes with the successful repair of the bicycle, with Mysty and Venus taking over as the primary reason for the bicycle's breakdown.

University of Idaho junior Christina Wyell took second place in original oratory at Washington State University last weekend during the Columbia Valley Forensics Tournament. The tourney featured 19 colleges and was held at the Center for Communication.

Placing third in the tournament was South Idaho College's Miss Allen and Mike Hunter, exponents, who were declared the tourney's overall winners in the competition. They scored their first and only losses, according to Dr. Tomm, University of Idaho debate coach. The other students who traveled from Washington, Oregon and Idaho competed in the tournament.

"This was the third trip for the central Idaho team," he explained. "The students also traveled to Portland, Seattle and Salt Lake City, where they were able to improve their performance. The only contest that was better was the one in Seattle, but they consider the atmosphere favorable, according to Dr. Tomm.

The students were pleased to be represented in the Pacific Northwest, but had only three days to prepare for the tournament. They plan to travel to Seattle for the next competition.

Dairy, Food Science Club donates $100 to U.I.-FPAC

The Fund for the Performing Arts Center was honored by the Department of Dairy and Food Science Club at the University of Idaho.

The club has presented several grants to President Roger W. Robinson, chair of the department, and vice-president of the university. The club is responsible for the sale of the dairy and food products.

The club members have been involved in the development of the dairy and food science majors, and in club activities.

The club members held a dinner to the Fund for the Performing Arts Center, which was attended by several members and students of the university. They showed their support for the proposed arts center," Robinson explained.
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At a glance...
The Vandal and the Aggie from Utah State will meet for the fifth time in their series this Saturday at the Aggie Bowl in Pocatello. The games have been a series of matches against each other in recent years, with the Aggie emerging victorious the last three games. Utah State 3 and there have been ties.

This will be a different type of game. The Aggie has been an often tougher team than their record shows. They have outscored Idaho in all games. Idaho State 1 and there have been ties.

The Aggie are also bringing the younger brother of the famous Idaho State quarterback, Al-Anas, who is a star at the Aggie Bowl. He is 5'9" tall and is rated as one of the best quarterbacks to come along in the season. His return to the Idaho State line-up was expected to show some acquisition.

The Idaho football team expects the Aggie to struggle against the Vandals more than they have this season. Idaho State will have scored well in this game. Idaho State's impressive record will show in this game.

The Idaho basketball team expects the Aggie to struggle against the Vandals more than they have this season. Idaho State will have scored well in this game. Idaho State's impressive record will show in this game.
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Survey indicates student opinions

A random telephone survey by the Daily Evergreen has indicated that 65 percent of the Washington State University students who were willing to comment on campus life do not wear arm bands with the peace symbol.

However, only 17 percent of those polled said they were dismayed by the lack of enthusiasm they observed among youth of their own generation.

Mr. Merk, acting director of Admissions, said the survey "shows that, while we, the society, only today the degree of dissonance is different, the dissonance itself is not new before. However, we sometimes forget that there are two kinds of dissonance: the destructive and the other constructive." Mr. Merk added, "Perhaps we should point out that we, society, once again, find ways of changing our new experiences (more revolutionary goals)."

The second part of the problem in local resolution across the country is that not enough adults will accept responsibilities of learning in their community. Furthermore, if the many won’t or are responsible in their own communities, the younger learn to be responsible in their own lives.

"Many kids need help and if the leaders are not for or other groups or the community do not help them, then the kids help them, and I don’t think they do," stated one of the panelists.

The final member of the panel was Jim Wilson, University of Idaho student assistant president, who took exception to the term “kids," said not only by the other panel members but by everyone else.

"If we’re talking about the 18-year-olds, it is a different segment. It is different by the same age group. They should more appropriately be termed as young adults.

The young adolescents have the opportunity to develop their sense of responsibility, especially while they’re still in college. Unfortunately, they are not being given the chance to do it as much as they should.

Another concern is the idea that campuses have to decide what their goals are. It is not just the campuses that have to decide, but the community as a whole.

The library was closed on Thanksgiving Day, but will remain open from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. on Nov. 28 and Nov. 29.
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Purdy Clothes for Beautiful People

Established 1966

STOCK REDUCTION SALE

1/3 stock on sale, all fantastic buys

6'6 Chev. 4 dr. Sedan, V8, auto., P.S., P.B., P.B., $1,399

6'7 Charger, 383 V8, auto., P.B., P.B., P.B., $1,699

6'7 Chev. Impala, 2 dr. Htp., P.S., P.S., $1,399


6'5 Galaxie 500, 2 dr., Htp., auto., P.S., P.S., A.-1, $2,099

6'5 Chev. Impala, Htp., 2 dr., auto., P.S., P.S., P.B., $1,999

6'5 Galaxie 500, 4 dr., Sedan, V8, auto., P.B., A.-1 warranty, $1,999

6'6 Chev. Impala, 2 dr., Htp., P.S., P.S., P.B., A.-1 warranty, $2,099

See All These Great Cars and Many, Many More

High school debate teams arrive today

The University of Idaho Vandals Concert Choir will arrive in Idaho Falls today as part of the university’s Christmas tour.

The choir will be hosted by the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints and will perform at the Idaho Falls Tabernacle on Dec. 7 at 8 p.m.

The program will include a variety of musical selections, including "Gloria in Excelsis Deo," "Rock of Ages," "Hark! The Herald Angels Sing," and "Oh Holy Night."

The choir, consisting of choristers from across the state, will perform a medley of traditional Christmas carols and modern arrangements.

The choir, which is comprised of male and female vocalists, will be led by music director Dr. Jonathan Michaelson.

The Vandals Choir is a fixture on the university’s winter tour, having performed in Idaho Falls for several years.

The choir will also perform at other locations throughout the state during their tour.

The Vandals Choir was established in 1995 and has quickly become one of the university’s premier musical groups.

The choir is known for its high level of musical excellence and its commitment to performing a diverse range of musical styles.

The Vandals Choir is located in the Rhatius Center on the university campus.

The choir’s mission is to provide a quality musical education to its members and to share its musical talents with the community.

The Vandals Choir is open to all students who are interested in music and who meet the admission requirements.

For more information about the Vandals Choir, contact Dr. Jonathan Michaelson at 208-885-6131 or via email at michealson@uidaho.edu.